
Want to turn your B-range essay into an A essay? Avoid these eight pitfalls

Prof. Jeremy Davis

This guide is intended primarily for students who understand the
basics of philosophical writing: charitable and accurate exposition of
others’ arguments; defending a thesis using well-reasoned arguments;
identifying and responding to potential objections; clear and precise
writing throughout. Despite their moderate proficiency in the fun-
damentals, many students find themselves struggling to move out of
the B-range and into the A-range. Understandably, these students of-
ten find themselves frustrated, wondering, “what does it take to turn
a B-range paper into an A paper?”

In this guide, Iwill briefly identify anddiscuss eight common issues
I see in students’ writing, all of which have, at times, contributed to
papers ending up in the B-range rather than the A-range. (In their
more egregious forms, these issues have also contributed to papers
ending up in the C-range or below.)

Before getting into it, however, let me issue a few necessary caveats.

First, this guide should not be understood as a checklist that guar-
antees results. That might seem strange to you: isn’t the point of this
guide to help students get those results? Well, yes. But, as with all
forms of guidance, it relies on your own ability to self-reflect and as-
sess your work carefully, while setting aside your own personal biases
in favor of your own writing, in order to identify places where you
might run afoul of this guidance. Without this careful and reflective
attention to your work, the guidelines I give you here won’t be much
use.

Second, not all pitfalls are created equal: they differ significantly
in their basic importance, but they also differ in their impact on other
parts of the essay. Someof them—like the first few—concern the over-
all structure of the essay, and so involve much wider-reaching prob-
lems than, say, the last few.

Finally, you should look carefully at the specific comments I have
given you. Think carefully about what the comment is indicating or
suggesting. It might be that the problem is none of the things I’m
about to discuss, but something more fundamental in your under-
standing of the topic on which you wrote.

With that, let’s get into it.

1 The Book Report

Do you remember writing book reports in grade school? The goal
was essentially to summarize everything in the book, sometimes with
a pinch of mild criticism.
An argumentative philosophy essay is not a book report: your task

is not just to summarize another’s argument. Rather, your task is to
assess it. To do this, you need to give your reader the necessary back-
ground,which oftenmeans focusing on just the essential pieces of the
larger argument that are necessary for the discussion you’re going to
have in your essay. (In this way, your task really isn’t to summarize
thewhole argument inmany cases.) From there, youwill focus on the
criticism or support, as the case may be.
As you’reorganizing your essay, ask yourself: “Doesmyessay center

on active engagement with the argument I’m discussing? Or am I just
running through the author’s argument, peppering in critiques along
the way?”

2 The Overly Ambitious Essay

Marcus Aurelius wrote that “a man’s worth is no greater than his am-
bitions.” We all know that ambition is a character trait worth foster-
ing. But in your philosophy essay, you should probably focus more
on modesty at the cost of ambition.
What exactly does thismean? Well, let’s say you’re given 1500words

to write an essay in defense of a claim. Which of these seems more
manageable in 1500 words?:

1. Utilitarianism is false because morality as we know it is all an il-
lusion

2. Utilitarianism suffers from being too demanding

Now, maybe (1) is true! (I, for one, seriously doubt it.) But you’re
going to have an extraordinarily difficult time crafting a compelling
argument for it in 1500 words. That’s just too ambitious a project.
Incidentally, by choosing to write on (1), you’re not engaging with

the argument on its own terms verymuch. It’s muchmore interesting
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and philosophically rich to try to grant as many premises as you can
and focus on the finer points of a debate, rather than throwing out
nearly all of the core premises. (See point (2), Rejecting Founda-

tional Premises, just below.)
There are a couple ways students’ essays tend to be too ambitious.

Here are a few, the first of which is the one we just saw:

1. Enormoustopic. If your thesis involves an enormous topic—
one with lots of moving parts that require complicated argu-
ments in defense of them—you will likely find this is too hard
to do in a short essay. (But it would be good for a longer project
down the road, perhaps!)

2. Rejecting FoundationalPremises. If you’re intending to
write on, e.g., the killing-letting die distinction, and your argu-
ment centers on the claim that morality doesn’t exist, or that
death is not bad, or that we don’t have free will, you’re going
to leave your reader with too many questions and not enough
arguments. It also risks making your paper too off-topic, which
is another serious problem.

3. Trying to defend too many claims. Students often do
this to show their breadth, but it tends to involve sacrificing
depth, which is the more central virtue of a good essay.

3 The Derivative Essay

Sometimes, students write essays that are wholly derivative of other
things we’ve talked about in class. Maybe they just rehash an argu-
ment that some other philosopher has made, or they may even just
recite lecture notes.
The problem here is that, in the essay, I want to see how you think.

When your essay derives its points entirely from elsewhere, I don’t get
to see any of your creative, critical input.
This problem is admittedly hard to avoid, especially if philosophi-

cal thinking does not come naturally to you. But you can sidestep it
most easily in the planning stages. During pre-writing, ask yourself: Is
there anything I’m saying here that’s new and interesting? If so, how
can I foreground that, and really emphasize this contribution? (And
if not, you should try brainstorming a bit and see if any unique ideas
come out.)

4 The Outside Reference Avalanche

I tend to discourage looking at outside sources when you write in
my class. (Caution: not all professors—not even all philosophy

professors—are with me on this!) One reason is that many students
use outside sources as a crutch: they find comfort in the idea of sub-
mitting something that’s “backed up” with sources; or they like to
know the argument they’re defending has been defended by someone
else in the academic world.

In some cases, this can be done artfully. But it can also be done
poorly. And unless you’re sure you’re likely to do it artfully, I’d advise
steering clear of it.

One particular way it can be done poorly involves what I call the
reference avalanche: a student will just keep referencing until the pa-
per is chock-full of outside sources.

Cool, that’s great! I’m glad you’re reading widely! (Though I sus-
pect inmany cases this involves findingpapers and citing them, having
read at most the abstract or first few lines.) But you’re burying your
topic—and, most importantly, your own ideas—in this avalanche of
other sources. To mix metaphors a bit, your essay is your chance to
contribute to a discussion—to have the floor for a little bit, so-to-
speak. And when you discuss tons of outside sources, you’re giving
them the mic, when it was supposed to be your turn.

Again, this can be done artfully. And it is certainly commonly done
in other disciplines. But rest assured that you can write a good essay
focusing only on unpacking and discussing the ideas we encountered
in class.

One more thing: Many of you will inevitably look at other things
online. I wish youwouldn’t do this somuch. Butwhen you do, and it
informs yourwriting in anyway, you have to cite it. There’s no getting
around this.

5 “Nuh-uh” Arguments

Some students have a really tough time arguing for their thesis.
They’re able to make the claim just fine, but when it comes time to
support it, they resort to repetition and insistence. I sometimes call
these “nuh-uh arguments,” since it feels as though the author is sim-
ply shouting “nuh-uh!” at their opponent, without giving much in
the way of further reasons.

This tends to occur in one of two ways. First, some students will
give what they think is an argument, but that really doesn’t contain
any new claims or defenses of that claim. Rather, it amounts to sev-
eral sentences that ultimately reword the same “nuh-uh” claim. The
second way it occurs—and this is much easier to spot—is when stu-
dents simply claim the contrary position, typically at the end of the
paragraph, and move on.

Toavoidnuh-uh arguments, ask yourself: AmIgiving an argument
here, or am I just registering my disagreement?
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6 Proportionality

Sometimes students have all the relevant parts to their argument, but
they don’t treat them proportionally.
What does that mean? Basically, the idea is that you want to give

attention to the various parts of the argument in proportion to both
(1) how important they are to your argument, and (2) howmuch your
opponent in the discussion will care about them.
The most common way this problem arises is by spending far too

little time on the most controversial parts of the argument. Often
these involve both (1) and (2): your argument relies on this claim, and
your opponents need to hear more of an argument to get on board
with it.
This is a tricky thing to do sometimes, but you can best situate

yourself for success here by organizing your discussion in your pre-
writing. Ask yourself: What are the most central claims I’m defend-
ing? What are the claims that my audience or opponent will naturally
accept—or perhaps even already accept, based on their existing argu-
ments? Give ample space to the controversial parts, and scale back the
parts of the argument that are already most obvious.

7 Twist Endings and Buried Ledes

Someone once said that if philosophers wrote mystery novels, they
would begin with “In this book, I will show that the butler did it.”
The joke ismeant to poke fun at philosophicalwriting, but there’s a

lot of truth to it: philosophical writing should not build suspense like
mystery novels. It should not have twist endings—in fact, it should be
relatively clear from early on in the paper what you’re going to argue,
and roughly how you’re going to argue for it.
One problem students often encounter is that they write linearly,

which means they start by writing the introduction, then move on
to the exegesis of the author’s discussion, then their own argument,
etc. By the time students get to their own argument—particularly the
finer details of it—this might start to look a lot different than what
they set out to do. Sometimes it involves making claims that they
hadn’t initially set out to make. Often this has the effect of looking
like a twist ending. (“A-ha! I actually do think utilitarianism is right
after all! Remember at the beginning when I said I would argue that
it was false! Fooled you, didn’t I?”)
The easiest way to fix this is to edit carefully. Use your initial draft

as a way of getting your ideas out—often the writing is the research—
and then go back and carefully edit to make sure everything you say
later is covered in your initial setup.
Here’s another, very closely related problem. Do you ever read a

news article where the most interesting part—the part that is really

themost newsworthy—comes in the fourth paragraph? In journalism
they call this a “buried lede”.
Linear writing also tends to produce buried ledes: students make

really significant claims in the middle of the paper that either could
serve as the (often very interesting!) thesis, or would be worthy of (or
require) a wholly different paper.
Again, editing carefully tends to solve this. But also, you should

ask yourself: What is the most interesting point in the vicinity of this
discussion that I’mmaking here? If it’s core to the argument, consider
whether that’s really what you’re setting out to argue.

8 Loose Ends

Fittingly, I want to end by noting a problem about ending arguments.
One very subtle problem that many students encounter is tying

up loose ends. If you set out to show that utilitarianism is false,
and you’ve just carefully walked me through some elaborate counter-
example, your task afterward is to show me how this constitutes an
objection to utilitarianism.
You’re probably thinking: But isn’t the objection doing just that?

Well, yes. But be obvious about it! Tell your reader precisely why
it’s an objection, and precisely how it poses a problem for that view.
Don’t leave any of this precision to the reader’s imagination. Be ex-
plicit about it.
Leaving endings vague is probably a good tactic in screenwriting,

as viewers sometimes like to sort out those things for themselves. But
your philosophical audience needs everything spelled out for them in
the clearest possible way.

*****

In closing, letme reiterate that these issues cannot be attended to in
a mechanical way. It requires your careful reflection and attention—
your ability to step back from your writing and assess it. And this is
not a skill that can be taught: it just takes practice on your part. But if
you can work on that skill and implement these suggestions, I believe
you can do great work in philosophy.
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